
Accessories

In 2015 the Power Tool Accessories business continued to push  
the limits of performance to solve jobsite problems and make  
users more productive. As seen in the launch of our RED HELIX™ 
and next-generation SHOCKWAVE™ bits, our aggressive user 
research and investment in new-to-world designs and disruptive 
manufacturing technologies has positioned our business on the 
forefront of the industry, delivering game-changing solutions for  
the most demanding tools and applications. 

Already known as the leading brand in the impact driver accessories category, MILWAUKEE® is never 
content to sit still. This new generation of bits has been upgraded with optimized SHOCK ZONE™ 
geometry, which provides up to 30X longer life and absorbs 3X more torque vs. other impact bits.

HOLE SAWS 

Launched in early 2015, these bi-metal hole saws drove double digit growth throughout the year 
for the category. Backed by RIP GUARD™, the industry’s first tooth break warranty, HOLE DOZER™ 
brings unmatched durability and increased productivity to users across every trade.

HOLE DOZER™ 
Bi-Metal Hole Saw

 
  

HOLE DOZER™  
Bi-Metal Hole Saws
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TWIST DRILL BITS

Our line of Titanium Coated and Cobalt drill bits have been redesigned based on our game-changing RED HELIX™ geometry. These bits 
utilize a CHIP BREAKER™ tip design and variable Helix flute geometry to eject material faster, reduce heat and extend bit life. Titanium 
Coated bits offer SHOCKWAVE™ quick change hex shanks for more productivity and up to 3X longer life than black oxide twist drill bits.

STEP DRILL BITS

Designed to deliver jam-free performance, these are the first Step Drill Bits optimized for cordless drills in high 
speed. They provide contractors with greater control and precision from beginning to end, starting with the 
all-new RAPID STRIKE™ Tip, which prevents bit walking for fast, accurate starts that generate less heat.

SHOCKWAVE™ RED HELIX™ Titanium Drill Bit

RED HELIX™ Cobalt Drill Bit

Step Drill Bit

SHOCKWAVE™ RED HELIX™ Titanium Drill Bits Step Drill Bits
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